, CHAPTER XXI
CARS
Car Selection.—Notwithstanding the fact that electric trac-
tion has been developed within a comparatively few years, cars
which are now operated upon the various city and interurban
lines of the country range from the 20 ft. single truck made over
horse cars to the 70 ft. magnificent limited double truck parlor
cars weighing from 50 to 70 tons and provided with all the con-
veniences of the Pullman coach. With this array of possible
rolling stock to choose from the problem of car selection for a
proposed road or for additions to present equipment on city
or interurban systems is a difficult matter. Too little attention
has been given to this problem in the past, the questions of suffi-
cient seating capacity and finish often being the principal con-
siderations in the selection of cars. These factors are of course
of prime importance, for the public patronage is not only depend-
ent upon the ability to obtain a seat in a car, especially upon a
long journey, but also to a surprising extent upon the appoint-
ments of the cars with respect to personal convenience. Track
and street conditions often impose limits on the dimensions of
cars which may be used on a given road. The class of service in
which the car is to be used, whether city, suburban, or interurban,
defines to a certain extent the type of car. In city service local
conditions, such as climate, topography, size of city, kind and
location of industrial works, volume of vehicular traffic, dis-
tribution of population and social characteristics of the people,
enter more or less directly into the problem of car selection and
influence the choice of type. The main questions in the problem
however, are:
 1.	Method of fare collection.
 2.	Location and arrangement of entrances and exits.
 3.	Seating and standing capacity.
 4.	Dimensions and weight of car.
These questions are largely determined by:
 1.	Average length of ride per passenger.
 2.	Average number of passengers per car mile.
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